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ABSTRACT

Direct imaging of exoplanets is very attractive but challenging and specific instruments like Sphere (VLT) or
GPI (Gemini) are required to provide contrasts up to 16-17 magnitudes at a fraction of arcsec. To reach higher
contrasts and detect fainter exoplanets, more-achromatic coronagraphs and a more-accurate wavefront control are
needed. We already demontrated contrasts of ∼ 10−8 at ∼ 4λ/D at 635nm using a four quadrant phase mask and
a self-coherent camera on our THD bench in laboratory. In this paper, we list the different techniques that were
tested on the THD bench in monochromatic and polychromatic lights. Then, we present the upgraded version of
the THD bench that includes several deformable mirrors for correcting phase and amplitude simultaneously and
obtain a field-of-view covering the complete 360 degrees arouns the star with contrasts down to ∼ 10−8− 10−9.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since two decades, more than 1,800 exoplanets have been discovered using different techniques. Among these
techniques, direct imaging is very attractive. It is the only one that can probe planets in the external part of their
systems and provide a spectral characterization of their atmospheres. Unfortunately, direct imaging is challenging
because of the large flux ratio (up to 1010) and the small angular separation (fraction of arcsec) between the
star and the planet. Thus, specific instruments like Sphere at VLT or GPI at Gemini were designed to study
young giant gazeous exoplanets using photometry and spectroscopy in near-infrared. These instruments combine
coronagraphs and an accurate control of the wavefront aberrations to detect sources up to 17 magnitudes fainter
than their stars at a fraction of arcsec. To reach higher contrast levels with the next generation of instruments
and thus, detect fainter (i.e. older or further) exoplanets, more achromatic coronagraphs and more accurate
wavefront control systems will be needed. In this context, our team have been studying several high contrast
imaging techniques for years at the Paris Observatory. To compare the techniques, we developed an optical high
contrast imaging bench, called the THD bench. Using this laboratory bench, we have already demonstrated
contrasts of ∼ 10−8 at ∼ 4λ/D in monochromatic light1 at 635 nm using a four quadrant phase mask2 and a
self-coherent camera1,3–6 as reminded in §2. In §3, we describe other tests made on the THD bench to probe
the chromatic performance of two others coronagraphs: a multi-stage four quadrant phase mask5 or a dual
zone phase mask.7 In §4, we show the main laboratory results obtained on the THD bench when developing
the multi-reference self-coherent camera that is a focal plane wavefront sensor working in polychromatic light.
Finally, in §5, we present the on-coming upgrades of the THD bench that we started to implement to study the
correction of both phase and amplitude aberrations simultaneously.
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Figure 1. Optical layout of the THD bench.

2. OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE OF THE THD BENCH

Direct imaging of exoplanets is challenging because a planet is 104 to 1010 fainter than its hosting star and
the angular separation between the two is a fraction of an arcsec. Thus, dedicated techniques are required to
attenuate the stellar flux without affecting the exoplanetary image. A common configuration uses a coronagraph
to reject as much stellar light as possible and a focal plane wavefront sensor to insure that wavefront aberrations
are controlled. In the last decade, a lot of coronagraphs and several focal wavefront sensors have been proposed
and it is often hard to compare the performance of all these devices as they are usually not tested under the
same conditions. In this context, our team built an optical high contrast imaging testbed, called the THD bench,
about eight years ago. The main objective is the comparison of high contrast imaging techniques under the same
conditions to optimize the design of future instruments dedicated to direct imaging of exoplanets. At start,
we developed the testbed using two techniques proposed by our team: a four quadrant phase mask (FQPM2)
as coronagraph and a self-coherent camera (SCC3–5) as a focal plane wavefront sensor. The first version of
the THD bench described in details in previous papers8,9 was also composed of a tip-tilt mirror and a 32x32
BMC deformable mirror (Fig. 1). The performance of the FQPM+SCC association are described in several
papers.1,6, 10 Fig. 2 shows an image obtained in monochromatic light (left). The contrast in the dark hole (i.e.
area of the image where we can minimize the speckle noise using the deformable mirror) is ∼ 10−8 between 5
and 12λ/D. Reaching such contrasts demonstrates the quality of THD bench optics in monochromatic light.
However, the FQPM performance quickly degrades when broadening the spectral bandpass as seen in the 5%
bandpass image (right) where bright speckles and Airy rings invade the dark hole. This behavior is expected
as our FQPM device induces the required π-phase-shifts for a unique wavelength (640 nm).11 That is why two
more achromatic coronagraphs have been tested on the THD bench as described in the following section.

3. TESTS OF ACHROMATIC CORONAGRAPHS

The multi-FQPM (MFQPM12) and the dual zone phase mask (DZPM7) coronagraphs are phase coronagraphs
that were proposed to mitigate the chromatic limitation of focal plane phase masks.

3.1 Multi-FQPM performance

The MFQPM uses several monochromatic FQPMs in cascade and it has been demonstrated in laboratory that
it can attenuate the stellar flux down to a level of ∼ 10−6 over a 20% bandpass.5 In this previous work, the
wavefront aberrations were not controlled and the performance was limited by the speckle noise. In this section,
we present the performance of a MFQPM prototype that was tested on the THD bench.

First, we used the association of the SCC focal plane wavefront sensor with the MFQPM in monochromatic
light to correct for the wavefront aberrations and create a dark hole in the image down to a ∼ 3.10−8 level between



Figure 2. Laboratory images obtained on the THD bench using the association of a four quadrant phase mask and a
self-coherent camera in monochromatic light (left) and with a 5% bandpass (right). The color scale is the same for both
images.

Figure 3. Laboratory images recorded behind a multi-four-quadrant phase-mask coronagraph on the THD bench using a
5% (left) or 14% (right) bandpass. The color scale is the same for both images.

5 and 12λ/D.13 The performance is thus very similar to the FQPM+SCC association. Then, we probed the
chromatic behavior of the MFQPM recording the images using narrow (10 nm wide) and large (30 and 90 nm
wide) filters. We found that the tested MFQPM is more achromatic than the FQPM but its performance is not
as good as expected from numerical simulations. Indeed, the speckle intensity quickly increases when the filter
gets larger (right image compared to left image in Fig. 3). As explained in Delorme et al (2014),13 we conclude
that one of the non-adjustable lenses of the MFQPM prototype was misaligned by construction.



Figure 4. DZPM apodizer normalized transmission as a function of distance from the center of the pupil as measured on
the THD bench (top) and the difference from the expected apodization function (bottom). The abscissa unit is the pupil
radius. The transmission was measured at several 10 nm wide filters centered on 620 nm (purple), 647 nm (blue), 660 nm
(green), and 680 nm (orange). It was also measured using filters of 5% (R16 orange curve) and 15% (R6 red curve).

3.2 Dual zone phase mask performance

The dual zone phase mask (DZPM) is an achromatized evolution of the Roddier&Roddier mask coronagraph.14

It combines a shallow apodization of the pupil with a circularly symmetric mask pattern in the following focal
plane that induces a double phase-shift of the stellar peak. From numerical simulations, the DZPM is expected
to strongly attenuate the stellar light over a large bandpass15 and a prototype was designed in order to reach
∼ 10−8 contrast levels in visible light (600 to 700 nm) at a few resolution elements from the central star. Fig. 4
plots the radial profiles of the pupil apodizer manufactured by Actiwave as measured on the THD bench in several
spectral filters (top) and the difference from the expected function (bottom). These plots confirm the device
is in the specifications (deviation smaller than 3%). We also checked that the focal plane mask manufactured
by Silios was in specifications by interferometric microscope measurements. Then, we probed the coronagraphic
performance of the prototype on the THD bench.



Figure 5. Laboratory images obtained with a dual zone phase mask coronagraph on the THD bench in white light using
spectral filters of different widths: 40 nm, 200 nm, 250 nm, and 300 nm from left to right. The color scale is the same in
all images.

The first test consisted of creating a dark hole in monochromatic light using a DZPM+SCC. After ∼ 20
iterations of the quasi-static speckle correction loop driven by the SCC at ∼ 50 Hz, the contrast inside the dark
hole was ∼ 10−8 as expected.13 Then, we switched to a white-light source, applying several filters of different
widths: 40 nm, 200 nm, 250 nm, and 300 nm (from left to right in Fig. 5). These images and the associated
contrast curves given in Fig. 6 prove the DZPM prototype tested on the THD bench is achromatic enough to
reach contrast levels down to ∼ 4.10−8 between 5 and 12λ/D over a bandpass up to 250 nm wide. The contrast
curves are the azimuthal standard deviation calculated in rings of 1λ/D width. From these images and a more
detailed study,13 we can conclude that the DZPM prototype that we tested on the THD bench is a powerful
coronagraph that strongly reduces the stellar light over a very wide bandpass (up to 250 nm wide).

4. TEST OF AN ACHROMATIC FOCAL PLANE WAVEFRONT SENSOR

In the previous experiments (§3), the speckle intensity was minimized using a self-coherent camera (SCC) in
monochromatic light and then, the deformable mirror shape was hold while the different filters were used to
light the system. Doing so, the chromatic performance of the coronagraphs were tested independently from
the wavefront sensor chromatic behavior. It was important to use this protocole because previous papers1,5, 6

emphasized the chromatic limitation of the SCC that can work in quasi-monochromatic light only (λ/∆λ > 20).
Recently,16 our team proposed an upgrade of the SCC, called the multi-reference SCC, to make it less sensitive to
chromatism. In this section, we briefly present the main results obtained with the multi-reference SCC whereas
a complete study is presented in an other paper.13

The main result is showed in Figs. 7 and 8. The former figure is the dark hole that was created behind
the DZPM prototype using the multi-reference SCC to control the deformable mirror in polychromatic light
(80 nm width, λ/∆λ ∼ 8). The latter figure plots the associated contrast curve (full curve) compared to
the monochromatic light curve (dashed curve). The contrast level inside the dark hole when correcting in
polychromatic light is close to the contrast reached in monochromatic light. These two figures prove that the
multi-reference SCC can efficiently minimize the speckle intensity inside a dark hole even for spectral bandwidths
similar to bandwitdhs that are currently used in the high contrast imaging instruments like the SPHERE17 and
GPI18 integral field spectrometers. In other words, the multi-reference SCC could be used to calibrate the
non-common path aberrations in these instruments and thus, suppress the quasi-static speckles.

5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

As seen in all images presented in this paper, the speckle intensity is minimized in only half of the area that
could be controlled by the deformable mirror. This is not due to the wavefront sensor that we use but to the
presence of both phase and amplitude aberrations in the beam. Using one deformable mirror only means that
when observing a star, we could probe only 180 degrees of the field-of-view in each image. Thus, at least two
images would be needed to probe the complete neighborhood of the star. To observe the field-of-view covering
the 360 degrees around the star in each image, we need to enlarge the dark hole in all directions around the



Figure 6. Contrast against angular separation derived from the images obtained with the dual zone phase mask in laser light
(full black curve) and in white light using spectral filters of 40 nm (squares and light blue curve), 200 nm (star and green
curve), 250 nm (diamonds and blue curve), and 300 nm (triangles and magenta curve) wide respectively. λ0 = 640 nm.



Figure 7. Laboratory image obtained on the THD bench using a multi-reference SCC to suppress the speckles inside the
dark hole behind a DZPM coronagraph in polychromatic ligth (λ/∆λ ∼ 8).



Figure 8. Contrast against angular separation derived from the images obtained with the association of a multi-reference
SCC and a dual zone phase mask in laser light (dashed curve) and in white light using a 80 nm-wide bandpass (λ/∆λ ∼ 8,
full curve).



Figure 9. Layout of the upgraded THD bench composed of three deformable mirrors, one tip-tilt mirror, focal planes and
pupil planes for implementing coronagraphs, apodizers and focal plane wavefront sensors.

star and this can be done only if we control both the phase and amplitude aberrations. In this context, we will
upgrade the THD bench integrating two new deformable mirrors. Fig. 9 presents the layout of the upgraded
THD bench. We minimized the modifications from the previous version of the bench (Fig. 1). The tip-tilt mirror
and the parabola are the same. The bench still includes a coronagraph composed of a focal plane mask, a
Lyot stop, and a possible pupil apodizer upstream from the focal plane mask. In the Lyot stop plane, we can
add small off-axis holes to create a multi-reference self-coherent camera. The new features are a 34x34 and a
12x12 deformable mirrors. They will be set in out-of-pupil planes so that they can impact the amplitude of the
wavefront in a following pupil plane because of Fresnel propagation. Doing so, we will be able to control both
the amplitude aberrations with the 12x12 and 34x34 mirrors and the phase aberrations with the 32x32 mirror.
The positions of the 12x12 and 34x34 mirrors will be optimized to correct for amplitude aberrations that induce
speckles between 0 and 16λ/D (32x32 mirror cut-off) in the image. Another new feature of the THD bench that
is not represented in Fig. 9 is an additionnal channel for the tip-tilt control. We will indeed use the reflected
light in the outer part of the Lyot stop to accuratly control the tip-tilt and possibly the low order aberrations
as proposed by Singh et al (201419).

6. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the main results obtained on the Paris Observatory THD bench, an optical high contrast imaging
bench designed to study several techniques under the same conditions and to optimize their associations.

First, the THD bench was used to reach contrasts of ∼ 10−8 at ∼ 4λ/D in monochromatic light1 at 635 nm
using a four quadrant phase mask2 as a coronagraph and a self-coherent camera1,3–6 as a focal plane wavefront
sensor. Then, the THD bench was used to probe the chromatic behavior of two coronagraphs. The multi-stage
four quadrant phase mask5 which performance in monochromatic light are similar to the four quadrant phase
mask but that is less achromatic than expected because of an optical defect of the tested prototype. The second
coronagraph was a dual zone phase mask that is very efficient in attenuating the stellar light in wide bands with
a 4.10−8 contrast level between 5 and 12λ/D over a 250 nm bandpass (λ/∆λ ∼ 3). This last experiment proves
that the dual zone phase mask has good performance in broadband but also that the THD bench has almost no
chromatic aberrations.

The THD bench was also used to develop the self-coherence camera as a focal plane wavefront sensor.1,3–6

The last upgrade of the technique make it work in visible light with a 80 nm bandpass as described in Delorme
et al (2014).13



In June 2014, we started to upgrade the THD bench. We are integrating to more deformable mirrors to be
able to control the phase and amplitude aberrations simultaneously and thus, create a dark hole in all directions
around the star. In its upgraded version, the THD bench will stay versatile so that several techniques can be
tested under the same conditions. We plan to test a vortex coronagraph20 and other wavefront control techniques
as the phase diversity adapted to coronagraphic images. We also stay open to new collaborations.
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